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INTRODUCTION

H A N KO O K : A LWAY S A M O N G T H E L E A D E R S
IN TOP EUROPEAN MOTORSPORT
WITH THE VENTUS RACE

WITH ITS VENTUS MOTORSPORT TYRE LINE, HANKOOK HAS BEEN ONE OF
THE TOP ADDRESSES IN EUROPEAN RACING AND RALLYING FOR YEARS.
THE OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE OF THE RACE TYRE FROM PREMIUM
TYRE MAKER HANKOOK IS JUST AS IMPRESSIVE IN THE DTM, THE 24H
SERIES POWERED BY HANKOOK, THE VLN ENDURANCE CHAMPIONSHIP &
24H NÜRBURGRING AS IN SERIES FOR YOUNG DRIVERS, INCLUDING THE FIA
FORMULA 3 EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP, FIA F4 SPAIN, SMP FORMULA 4 &
THE F4 BRITISH CHAMPIONSHIPS CERTIFIED BY FIA.

Hankook’s race tyre features absolute
cutting-edge technology and offers
drivers the very highest quality under all
conditions. Since 2011, as the exclusive
tyre partner to the DTM, Hankook
has been demonstrating the high
performance and safety of the Ventus
Race with premium manufacturers such
as Audi, BMW and Mercedes-Benz. The
experience gained on international race
tracks is integrated in development and
production. Drivers can experience the
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result for themselves, in keeping with the
company motto “Driving Emotion”, with
the ultimate Ventus road tyres – the S1
evo2 and V12 evo2, which are based on
DTM racing technology.
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TOURING CARS
BEST PIT STOP
AWA R D 2 0 1 8 :
HANKOOK IS REWARDING THE FASTEST
TYRE CHANGE THIS YEAR, TOO

When they entered the DTM in 2011, premium
tyre maker Hankook created the Best Pit Stop
Award in order to honour the important work
done by the mechanics during tyre changing
in the pit. This year, the coveted trophy will
be awarded for the eighth time. After every
racing weekend, the crew with the fastest
tyre change overall gets 25 points, the other
rankings are awarded points analogue to the
DTM itself. At the end of the season, Hankook
rewards the team with the most points not
only the challenge cup crystal trophy but also
a team event. The Audi Sport Team Phoenix
with Mike Rockenfeller at the wheel are the
defending champions. In winning the Hankook
Best Pit Stop Award 2017, the Audi crew won
the coveted trophy from the exclusive DTM
tyre partner for the second time following the
première in 2011.

RAC I N G
C ALEN DER

20 1 8

04.05. - 06.05. Hockenheim
18.05. - 20.05. Lausitzring
01.06. - 03.06. Budapest
22.06. - 24.06. Norisring
13.07. - 15.07. Zandvoort
11.08. - 12.08. Brands Hatch
24.08. - 26.08. Misano
07.09. - 09.09. Nürburgring
21.09. - 23.09. Spielberg
12.10. - 14.10. Hockenheim

H A N KO O K
AND
THE DTM:

THE SUCCESSFUL

PARTNERSHIP ENTERS ITS
EIGHTH SEASON
In 2011, premium manufacturer Hankook
celebrated its première as exclusive tyre
partner to the DTM. Since then, the Ventus
Race has impressed pundits every season
and at every circuit. Last year, a newly
developed tyre generation from Hankook
was used in what is probably the most
popular international touring car series.
This fourth DTM version gave the drivers
an even higher grip level than before, but
wore – as agreed – somewhat more quickly
depending on use. With these softer
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slicks – there were no changes made to
the wet tyres – the DTM drivers managed
faster lap times than in previous years.
The new Ventus Race variant also made
different strategies possible and thus
offered drivers the option of adapting the
respective compulsory pit stop per race
to their individual tactics. This meant that
right from the very start of the season,
spectators enjoyed exciting DTM races
with tough battles and spectacular
overtaking manoeuvres and had to wait
until the very last lap of the final race in
Hockenheim before they could be certain
that René Rast (Audi) was the new DTM
Champion 2017. This season, Hankook
and the DTM are offering fans even more
motorsport, because the championship
has ten rather than nine tour stops. For
the first time, the 4.2-kilometre Misano
World Circuit Marco Simoncelli is included
in the DTM tour calendar; the track is
located in the Italian seaside resort of

Misano, only a few kilometres south of
Rimini. With Brands Hatch, a traditional
circuit is returning to the DTM. The races
will not take place on the 1.97 Indy track
variant, however, they will be held on the
3.9-kilometre Grand Prix track.

PREVIOUS WINNERS:

Winner of the Best Pit Stop Award 2017:
Audi Sport Team Phoenix

2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011

Audi Sport Team Phoenix
BMW Team MTEK
Audi Sport Team Abt
Mercedes-AMG Team HWA
BMW Team Schnitzer
Audi Sport Team Abt
Audi Sport Team Phoenix
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TOURING CARS
DTM TYRES: GERMAN
ENGINEERING MEETS
KO R E A N H I G H - T E C H

advanced development of our series tyres such as our original fitment contracts.”
flagship Ventus S1 evo 2.”
Not only the DTM, original fitment business also requires
The tread and double-layered rayon carcass of the top quality technological innovation. Which is why
Ventus S1 evo 2 developed for the DTM make a sportily Hankook has been investing more heavily in research
precise yet comfortable driving experience possible and development for some time now. As recently as
thanks to particularly even ground pressure distribution. 2016, the company opened its global high-tech research
The quiet rolling noise adds a whispering atmosphere to and development centre in Daejon, South Korea: the
everyday driving.
Hankook Technodrome planned by Norman Foster.
“The three-layer block design of the Ventus S1 evo 2 was
also inspired by the DTM,” explains Klaus Krause, Head
of the European Technology Centre (ETC). The staircase
arrangement of the outer rib blocks ensures an enlarged
tyre contact surface even as wear progresses. Thus, we
can guarantee a consistently high traction and brake
performance. Premium car makers such as BMW, Daimler
and the Volkswagen Group with Audi and Porsche are
already trusting the combination of power, durability,
comfort and energy efficiency of the Ventus S1 evo 2 for

THE NOISE LEVEL AT MOTORSPORT AND NUANCED motivate the teams to drive more tactically and thus
TYRE WHISPERERS SEEMS TO BE A CONTRADITION guarantee more exciting races with more overtaking
IN TERMS, BUT IN THE DTM SENSITIVENESS IS ONE manoeuvres.
OF THE MOST IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS
Despite the DTM focus on speed, adrenalin and tyre
A race tyre is made up of more than one hundred raw whispers, driver safety takes top priority with Hankook
materials. This results in almost endless combination and the event organisers. Like all vehicles, tracks and
options which determine the optimum temperature equipment, the tyres are subjected to strict safety checks
window, grip and tyre drop. Three characteristics which at regular intervals. The tyre makers test the tyres at
in turn have a decisive influence on tyre performance the development centre in Korea on test benches and in
as well as load-bearing capacity and service life. The simulators for every single circuit on the DTM calendar.
drivers and teams that make ideal use of these factors If data are missing for new circuits, the engineers visit
will achieve a clear advantage.
the track to record the parameters required. This way
they can prepare set-up requirements which make
The generation of tyres that Hankook has developed maximum safety and optimum performance possible
for the DTM combines the wishes of the drivers and the taking the local circumstances into account.
requirements of vehicle manufacturers and organisers.
Despite having the same dimensions (front 300/680 R “A technically demanding racing series like the DTM
18, rear 320/710 R 18), the slicks of the type Ventus offers us the ideal platform to present Hankook’s highly
Race provide more grip, yet wear somewhat more quickly developed tyre technology and to perfect this even
at high load during the race as well. Depending on the further in practice by professional racing drivers,” says
driver’s driving style and sensitiveness, this can have a Manfred Sandbichler, Hankook’s Motorsport Director in
significant influence on lap times. The Hankook tyres Europe. “Our findings during racing are integrated in the
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With the ETC in Germany and high-end production
in Hungary, Hankook is relying on complete tyre
development and production in Europe for the
requirements of the core market Europe. In addition,
Hankook set up its own European winter testing ground
in 2017, the “Technotrac Ivalo” in Finland, thus expanding
its testing capacities. As such, we can expect more than
just a whisper from the tyre maker with Korean roots in
future.

ADAC TCR GERMANY
Since the ADAC TCR Germany
debut in the year 2016, Hankook
has been the exclusive supplier for
the touring car series, which sees
participants from brands such as
Audi, Honda, Peugeot, Renault or
VW among others. The front-wheeldrive racing cars with up to 350 hp

under the bonnet race on the race
tyre Ventus Race from the premium
manufacturer in the size 260/660 R
18. This season, the racing calendar
of the ADAC TCR Germany includes
a total of seven tour stops in four
different European countries.
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ENDURANCE

2 4 H GT - S E R I E S P O W E R E D BY H A N KO O K
endurance race series in the world with
eight tour stops on three different
continents includes four 24-hour races,
more than any other endurance format.
The broad starter field ranges from
compact touring cars to spectacular
GT3 models and special vehicles built in
compliance with the 24H rules. Various
Premium manufacturer Hankook is the vehicle highlights and a starter field open
exclusive tyre partner to the 24H series to both amateurs and professionals
in the 2018 season again. The largest guarantee a unique atmosphere during

the 24H series powered by Hankook
and turn every tour stop into a motor
racing experience. All vehicles start
on high-end race tyres from Hankook
which have already proved themselves
many times during iconic endurance
races such as the 24H Nürburgring
or the 24 Heures du Mans. Equipping
the different vehicle types presents a
logistic challenge, but one for which
Hankook is always perfectly prepared.

24H TCE AND PROTO SERIES POWERED
BY H A N KO O K

Hankook has been the exclusive tyre
partner to the 24H TCE Series since
2016. This series permits entries from
GT4 and touring cars. The grid features
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all well-known vehicle manufacturers,
such as Audi, BMW, Honda, Renault,
Toyota and Volkswagen, as well as the
classic car category. The European
Championships of the 24H TCE Series
will be held at five circuits this year: In
Silverstone, Portimao and Barcelona, the
race will last the full 24 hours. The final
of the Championships of the Continents
will take place in November at the Circuit

RCN CIRCUIT CHALLENGE NÜRBURGRING,
VLN ENDURANCE CHAMPIONSHIP
NÜRBURGRING & 24H NÜRBURGRING

This season, for the first time, Hankook
is the exclusive tyre partner to the RCN
Circuit Challenge Nürburgring, which
is regarded as the oldest public racing
series in Germany. Over the next five
years, the premium manufacturer will
offer optimum support for all car models

taking part in the RCN by providing the
Ventus Race and Ventus Race Rain. As
it was last year, Hankook will again be
the exclusive race tyre supplier for the
SRO/GT4 and TCR classes in the VLN
Endurance Championship and the ADAC
Zurich 24H Race in 2018. GT4 vehicles,

such as the Audi R8 LMS GT4, Aston
Martin Vantage GT4, BMW M4 GT4 and
Porsche Cayman GT4, and TCR models
like the Audi RS3 TCR, Honda Civic TCR
and Volkswagen Golf TCR are permitted.

of the Americas in Austin, Texas. New
since 2017 is the 24H Proto Series, in
which LMP3 cars, Group-CN cars and
special prototypes compete in three
classes. More than 30 teams take to
the grid on Hankook race tyres at such
circuits as Dubai and Portimao. Each
round features either three-hour races or
one 12-hour race, as in Silverstone and
Navarra.
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FORMULA SPORT

BRAND CUPS

FIA FORMULA 3 EUROPEAN
CHAMPIONSHIP

AUDI SPORT SEYFFARTH R8 LMS CUP

The
FIA
Formula
3
European
Championship is considered the toughest
formula series for young drivers in the
world and the largest breeding ground
for drivers in motor racing. Hankook has
been supporting the young drivers since
2012 with the Ventus Race Formula slick
(F200) and the Ventus Race Rain Formula

wet tyre (Z207), which have been
specially tailored to the requirements
of the series. This season, the young
drivers will be battling in eight different
countries at a total of ten events for the
title of European Champion, which has
often been the ticket to Formula 1 in the
past.

F I A F 4 S PA I N & S M P F 4 N E Z ,
F4 BRITISH CHAMPIONSHIP
CERTIFIED BY THE FIA
In addition to the FIA Formula 4 in
Spain, Hankook took over as exclusive
tyre partner to the SMP Formula
4 Series, which is held in Russia,
Estonia and Finland, and the F4 British
Championships certified by the FIA in
2015. These three series for young
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drivers are also considered a springboard
to a successful motor racing career
and open up opportunities for talented
youngsters to take an important step
on the FIA career ladder, supported by
Hankook.

New to this year’s motorsport
calendar is the Audi Sport Seyffarth
R8 LMS Cup, which offers an
attractive route into the world of
GT4 racing. Premium manufacturer
Hankook is providing exclusive
support in the form of high-end

race tyres for the new series, which
is open to professionals and semiprofessionals, as well as gentleman
and junior drivers. The Audi Sport
Seyffarth R8 LMS Cup is held on the
same bill as the DTM at six different
circuits.

VOLKSWAGEN RACING CUP UK
Hankook is the exclusive tyre partner
to the Volkswagen Racing Cup for
the twelfth season. The racing
series was launched in 2000 and,
within the context of the British
GT Championship, became one of
the most successful manufacturer

racing series in Great Britain. This
year, 16 races will be held on a total
of eight racing weekends, with any
Volkswagen model basically eligible
to compete.
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FURTHER RACE SERIES

GROUPO PERONI
ITALY
This season, Hankook is the exclusive
tyre partner to Groupo Peroni Race
once again. A total of nine different
formats, run by the most important
and largest Italian racing promoter,
will be equipped with Hankook race

tyres. The events organised by Italia Gran Turismo, Coppa Italia,
Groupo Peroni Race include popular Endurance 2.0, Entry Cup and Master
Italian racing events: The Lotus Cup Tricolore Protipi.
Italia, 3 Ore Endurance Champions
Cup, Giri Liberi Cronometrati, 6h
di Roma, Auto Storiche, Coppa

SUPERCAR
CHALLENGE
BY HANKOOK
The Supercar Challenge is one of
the top motorsport events in the
Netherlands. Since the 2017 season,
Hankook has not only been exclusive
tyre partner to the successful race

series, which has existed since
2001, but has also lent its name
to the series. The premium tyre
maker equips all four classes - GT,
Supersport one and two, and Sport 1

- with high-end race tyres. A total of
seven rounds in the Netherlands and
Belgium make up this year’s Supercar
Challenge powered by Hankook.

OTHER RACING SERIES RACING
ON HANKOOK TYRES IN 2018:
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•

Histo Cup Austria

•

Hungarian Circuit Championship

•

Italy Rally Legends

•

DS3-Cup Denmark

•

Italian Rally Championship
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HANKOOK ENGINEERS
The engineers from premium manufacturer Hankook ensure
optimum tyre support at every racing circuit
AS EXCLUSIVE TYRE PARTNER OF SUCH RENOWNED SERIES AS THE DTM, 24H SERIES POWERED BY HANKOOK AND THE FIA FORMULA
3 EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP, HANKOOK HAS BEEN KNOWN IN INTERNATIONAL MOTORSPORT FOR YEARS NOW. THE MANUFACTURER
SUPPORTS BRANDS, TEAMS AND DRIVERS ALL OVER THE WORLD, NOT ONLY WITH ITS PREMIUM TYRES BUT ALSO WITH THE NECESSARY
KNOW-HOW TO ADAPT THE RACE TYRES TO THE RESPECTIVE CIRCUITS AND VEHICLES. WHILE THE ENGINES THUNDER ROUND THE
TRACK AND THE MECHANICS WORK UNDER EXTREME PRESSURE ON THE CARS DURING PIT STOPS, HANKOOK ENGINEERS HAVE TO
KEEP A COOL HEAD. THEY PAINSTAKINGLY RECORD ALL THE TYRE DATA ON EVERY SECTION OF THE CIRCUIT: ON THE BASIS OF THIS
COMPREHENSIVE DATA, ALL THE TEAMS RECEIVE OPTIMUM SUPPORT IN THE BATTLE FOR FAST LAP TIMES AND VICTORY.

For the Hankook crew, “after the race is before the race”
during the motorsport season. Every engineer prepares
intensively for the next event, familiarising themselves
with the special features of the respective track and
surface and studying records, should reference values
already be available. “A few hours of preparation are
necessary to become familiar with the different demands
every racing circuit makes on Hankook tyres. Sometimes
we have contact with the manufacturers during the
preparation phase; they ask us about the settings in
view of their planned set-up,” explains Hankook’s DTM
Engineer Thomas Baltes.
Excellently prepared, the Hankook team arrives one
day before the respective motorsport event starts. At
endurance races, engineers and mechanics are on site
from Wednesday. For a DTM weekend, they arrive on the
Thursday. An internal meeting is followed by the track
walk. During this walk, the Hankook tyre professionals take
a close look at every bit of the track. Uneven road surface
in the braking zones, rough asphalt or high sharp-edged
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car over- or understeers in some areas. On the basis of their work is done. “We do our work on Thursday and
our recorded data, we can make tyre recommendations Friday, and make our recommendations to the teams
to stop these problems,” says Thomas Baltes.
on the basis of our records,” explains Hankook’s Chief
Engineer.
In the breaks between the sessions, the Hankook
engineers inform their colleagues from the team and After an intensive 24-hour race, the engineers can look
the manufacturer about the data recorded and make forward to a rest immediately after the race. In the
recommendations so that optimum vehicle tuning can be DTM on the other hand, there is a lot of work waiting
carried out in combination with the Hankook race tyres. for the Hankook crew: On the Sunday, they carefully
Thomas Baltes: “We are in motorsport and thus take the examine all the tyres used in the races. The condition
tyres to the limit at every event. The teams know that of the carcass and tread is documented in great detail
and usually stick to the values we recommend. Some and photographed. Then there is an internal feedback
love taking risks, however, and go beyond the limit. If session at the final meeting before the Hankook
the camber we suggest is changed by even just half a engineers leave the respective DTM circuit.
degree, for example, this has a big influence on the wear
of the race tyre, which can have a negative influence Chief Engineer Thomas Baltes sums up as follows:
during the race. During 24-hour races we repeatedly “Overall, 24-hour races are physically more demanding
draw teams’ attention to the fact that the air pressure than a DTM weekend, even if we work in shifts. At the
has to be increased at night so that the tyre can work DTM on the other hand, everything is more intensive,
perfectly, even at lower temperatures. However, the compact, concentrated, and there are very many more
most important thing is that safety comes first at meetings with the manufacturers. This has become the
Hankook, then performance.”
norm at the 24-hour events in the meantime as well,
because the manufacturers have noticed that they can
During qualifying there is a lot of hustle and bustle in the achieve the ideal package of vehicle set-up and tyres
pits, so the Hankook engineers remain in the background, much quicker if they work intensively with us right from
ready to provide tips if required. The tyre experts from the beginning. But no matter which racing track or race
the premium manufacturer can enjoy the race itself as series we are talking about, we want to offer all drivers
spectators, just like other motorsport fans, because and teams optimum support.”

kerbs – all such observations are documented. The
engineers’ watchful eyes do not miss a thing. Hankook’s
Chief Engineer: “We try to inform the race organisers
about critical points, such as heavy soiling, in advance,
so that these problems can be eliminated.” The Chief
Engineer then divides his crew into teams who look after
different parts of the pit lane. At the DTM, two Hankook
engineers and mechanics are provided per manufacturer.
The critical stage of the racing weekend then starts
for the Hankook team. Before qualifying and the
subsequent race, important data such as camber and
tyre pressures, as well as air and track temperature, are
determined during tests and free practice. The engineers
examine the tyres again and again after a pit stop and
check the condition of the tyre structure and tread,
recording even the tiniest of differences in temperature.
Important information can also be gleaned from the
radio communication between drivers and teams. “The
drivers report immediately if there are any problems with
braking or accelerating in certain track sections or if the
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RADICAL AND INTERVIEW
The complex logistics of supplying vastly different
racing series with our quality tyres and fitting them
on site would not be possible without our tight and
extensive global network of retailers. Endurance
races in particular, such as the 24H race in Dubai,
present special logistic challenges to tyre makers –
our preparations for the first race of the season in
January start in November. Tyre fitment during a 24hour race on different fitting lines is also a tough job,
which cannot be done without the right team in the
background. An effective team of Hankook engineers
and top freelancers from motorsport and racing car
retail, with whom Hankook has been cooperating
closely for years, guarantee
know-how at the racing
circuits. This way, we can
offer our partners all over
the world optimum service.

E XC L U S I V E A N D G LO B A L T Y R E PA R T N E R S H I P
B E T W E E N H A N KO O K A N D R A D I C A L
Since the beginning of 2018, Hankook
has been the exclusive supplier of racing
and road tyres for original equipment
to car manufacturer Radical. Hankook
equips the British manufacturer’s racing
cars with the Ventus Race in the slick

version (F200) and the wet variant (Z207)
in different sizes. The premium tyre
maker supplies the sporty counterpart,
the Ventus S1 evo2, for Radical vehicles
approved for use on public roads. Thanks
to this new cooperation, Hankook will be

involved in international racing series
such as the North American Masters,
European Masters and the Middle East,
Canada, Australia and Scandinavia Cup
Series, in which Radical plays a major
part.

INTERVIEW WITH MANFRED SANDBICHLER,
MOTORSPORT DIRECTOR EUROPE
Since the beginning of the year, Hankook has been
exclusive original equipment supplier to British car
manufacturer Radical. How did this cooperation come
about?
We have been in contact with Radical for quite some
time now and met up with the sports car manufacturer
last year for serious talks about a potential cooperation.
At this meeting we found that Hankook’s product
portfolio matches Radical very well and meets the
technical requirements, a fact that was confirmed
by subsequent testing. Now we are the long-term
exclusive global fitter of all racing and road models
from Radical.
What is Hankook hoping to gain from this partnership in
the motorsport segment?
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Radical plays an extremely active part in motorsport
and is represented throughout the world in series in
Australia, USA, Canada and Europe. Its vehicles range
from SR1 to GT3. These are ultimate racing cars, with
the top models producing more than 600 hp under the
bonnet. This comprehensive range allows everyone from
entry level drivers to professionals to make the most of
their talents. Hankook is proud to be able to support a
thoroughbred motorsport company like Radical all over
the world with its high-end tyres.
Hankook is also very involved in endurance racing, as title
sponsor and exclusive tyre partner to the 24H Series
powered by Hankook, as well as partner to various TCR
series. How does Hankook cope with the logistic challenge
of supporting different series with different race tyres and
know-how at the same time on different continents?

We also enjoy a close
cooperation with the DTM,
which is already entering its
eighth year. How would you
rate the partnership with
what is probably the most
popular touring car series in
the world?
Die DTM ist bei Hankook die
The DTM is the undisputed
number one at Hankook.
Cooperation with premium
manufacturers Audi, BMW
and Mercedes-Benz, as well
as the ITR, take absolute
priority at our company.
Very many good and helpful
contacts have developed
from the DTM, not all of
which are solely to do with
motorsport.
The
close
cooperation with the three
vehicle
manufacturers
now goes way beyond
motorsport; all the partners
mentioned above now have
Hankook premium tyres as
original equipment options.
We are very proud of this
and the partnership is thus a
very positive one for us.
As well as commitments in the
DTM and various endurance
racing formats, Hankook is also the exclusive tyre
partner in many other racing series. What is particularly
important to Hankook in partnerships of this kind?

Hankook sets great store by continuity and long-term
commitment. For this reason, we conclude long-term
deals in order to continually develop our products and
be able to optimise cooperation with the respective
partners.
The FIA Formula 3 European Championship has been
supported since 2012. Hankook is also active in various
F4 series. Why is the younger generation of racers so
close to Hankook’s heart?
It is hard to imagine motorsport surviving without
well-trained young drivers. These talented youngsters
are the potential of the
future and we want to
help them on their way to
a professional motorsport
career. It is in our own
interest, of course, to
make
young
drivers
familiar with Hankook
products early on. Some
of the drivers from the
Formula series might be
at the wheel of a DTM car
one day, for example, and
will continue to drive on
Hankook race tyres.
What can the motorsport
world expect from Hankook
in the next few years?
We have lots of plans
and
will
consistently
pursue and implement
our ideas and wishes
as we have done in the
past. Motorsport is now
part of Hankook’s DNA.
Preserving and further
expanding our Europewide
commitment
is
very important to us.
Alongside the DTM, other
racing series play a central
role in these plans. The
aim should be to keep a
good mix of touring car,
endurance race series and
one-make cups. And it’s
not only the cooperation
with the individual race
series that is important to
us, the exchange of opinions and cooperation with the
drivers, both young and experienced, is part and parcel
of our motorsport commitment.
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MOTORSPORT HISTORY
2000

Start of active participation
in international motorsport
at the Spain/UK Rally and
in F3 in Italy

1992

Entry to the world of motorsport with the first Super
Sport tyre Z2000 in Korea
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2005

2009

First participation in the
24-hour race in
Le Mans and the
24-hour race at the
Nürburgring

Start of active participation
in top motorsport events,
including F3, the VLN and
the 24-hour race at the
Nürburgring in Germany

2011

2012

Official and exclusive tyre
supplier to the FIA F3
European Championship

Official and exclusive tyre
supplier to the international
touring car racing series DTM

2014

2015

Official and exclusive tyre
supplier to the 24H
SERIES powered by
Hankook, the Audi Sport
TT Cup & Formel 4 NEZ

Official tyre supplier in the
World Rally Championship-2
(WRC2)

2016

2017

Official and exclusive tyre supplier to the 24h
Proto Serie & 24h TCE
Serie as well as the customer
racing model BMW M4 GT4
(24-hour race Nürburgring)

Official and exclusive tyre
supplier to the ADAC TCR
Deutschland, the Supercar
Challenge powered by Hankook, the Italian Touring Car
Championship & F4 Spain

2018

Official and exclusive tyre supplier
to the RCN Circuit Challenge
Nürburgring,the Audi Sport
Seyffarth R8 LMS Cup, the
Fiesta Cup NL and BE & the
customer racing model Audi R8
LMS (24h Race Dubai), as well
as exclusive partnership with
RADICAL
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TYRE PORTFOLIO

INNOVATION

VENTUS RACE TYRES

FUTURISTIC CONCEPT TYRES
F200

DRY (SLICK)

H A N KO O K T I R E –
FLEXUP
Can drive over steps and speed bumps.

Z206

Z207

Z217

Z214

Z221

Z232

W E T / I N T E R M E D I AT E

The principle of divided treads, which expand or draw together,
allows unhampered driving in complex city traffic over steps and
speed bumps.

SEMI SLICK

H A N KO O K T I R E –
SHIFTRAC
Outstanding cornering properties thanks to skating technology.
The divided treads with skating technology guarantee outstanding
cornering properties. This concept tyre has been designed for
special vehicles such as police cars in cities.

V E N T U S R A L LY T Y R E S

Z205

Z209

Z210

Z213

TA R M A C

R201

R202

R213

H A N KO O K T I R E –
AUTOBINE
Extendable depending on the number of passengers / automatic
attachment and release of tyres.

G R AV E L ( O F F R O A D )

SR10

SR10W

SR20

Tyres and wheels with their own power supply, which are attached
and released automatically depending on the vehicle weight. This
autonomous bus concept (for driverless local public transport)
uses the principle of a self-contained drone.

WINTER (SNOW/ICE)
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About Hankook Tire
Hankook Tire, founded in 1941 in Seoul,
Korea is a leading manufacturer of radial
tyres worldwide.
The company produces over 104 million
tyres for passenger cars, commercial
vehicles and motorsports each year.

Hankook Tire is continuously investing in
research and development and maintains
five R&D centres and eight large scale
production facilities around the globe.

more than 180 countries.

2003

Internationally leading car manufacturers
rely on tyres made by Hankook for their
original equipment.

2006

In 2017 Hankook Tire achieved global sales
of KRW 6.81 trillion (EUR 5.34 billion) from

Global Sales

~30%
Europe

China HQ

Shanghai, China

Seoul / Daejeon,
Korea

2nd expansion phase
3rd expansion phase

2017

Opening of winter tyre
test centre ‘Technotrac’
in Ivalo, Finland

Jiaxing Zhejiang,
China

America HQ

R&D Centre
Japan

Tennessee, USA

104 million
tyre production in 2017

3 regional HQs

5 R&D centres

8 factories

R&D Europe

+

Milan

Kiev

Budapest
Rácalmás
Istanbul

Idiada
Madrid

180+

22,000+

countries /
sales markets
worldwide

employees,
globally, ~4,000
in Europe

The
global
R&D
centre
“Hankook
Technodome” functions as a central hub of
Hankook’s global R&D infrastructure and
connects not only the regional technical
centres ATC (American Technical Center),
CTC (China Technical Center), JTO (Japan
Technical Office) and the Europe Technical
Center (ETC) in Hanover, Germany, but also
“Hankook Technotrac” in Ivalo, Finland, for

winter testing as well as further premises
(Idiada, Spain) for summer tyre testing. With
a development centre in Germany, high-end
production and state-of-the-art indoor
testing in Hungary, as well as its very own
winter test facility in Finland, Hankook takes
an integrated approach to tyre development
and production in Europe.

1997 HANOVER, GERMANY

2016 DAEJON, KOREA

2017 IVALO, FINLAND

Hankoook Europe
Technical Center

Hankook Technodome

Hankook Technotrac

• Central hub R&D centre

• Winter tyre testing facility

• 1,000 R&D staff by 2020
• 220.0 mn € investment

• Three flat tracks (objective testing
snow & ice), two snow handling
tracks (subjective evaluation)

• Develops customised solutions
for European OE tyres

• Designed by ‘Foster + Partners’

Hankook Tire Europe

Europe corporate organisation

HQ Europe

Frankfurt

R&D in Europe

R&D Centre

Global HQ

2011

Prague

Amsterdam

Opening of Hankook’s
European Factory in
Rácalmás, Hungary

Warsaw

Global HQ
& Technodome

Neu-Isenburg / Hanover,
Germany

Ohio, USA

Hanover

Starting testing in
Idiada, Spain

2015

Europe HQ &
Technical Centre

America R&D
Centre

Opening of European HQ
in Frankfurt, Germany

Lyon
2007

Global corporate organisation

Moscow
Daventry

European OE Partnership
Highlights – Passenger, SUV

European OE Partnership
Highlights – Truck & Bus

Factory + 13 subsidiaries
Europe

Germany

Spain

United Kingdom

Netherlands

France

Hungary

Italy

Czech Republic

2007
RÁCALMÁS, HUNGARY

Russia
Turkey
Sweden
Poland
Ukraine

Hankook European
Plant
2006 IDIADA, SPAIN

Han-Jun Kim
President and COO

Wet & dry summer tyre testing
Hankook’s main summer tyre testing facilities
for extensive wet and dry testing

• ~ 3,000 Employees
• 892.6 mn € investment in three phases
• 4th phase to be operated from 2020
• 55,000 tyres/day, up to 19 mn tyres/year
• 900 different tyre specifications, including passenger
cars SUVs & light trucks (summer, winter, all season)
• Production of original equipment (OE) tyres
for premium European car makers
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INTERESTING FACTS
DID YOU KNOW THAT...
MOSKAU

... Hankook’s Ventus Race tyres are about 30% lighter than their road-legal counterparts in comparable 		
dimensions?
... the sidewall stiffness (rigidity) of the Ventus Race tyres is approximately 50% higher than in corresponding 		
road tyres?
... the belt package of a Hankook DTM wet tyre represents about 55% of the tyre’s total weight compared to 		
about 48% in a Hankook Ventus S1 evo 2 road tyre?

BERLIN

Team Black Falcon, winners of the 24H-GT event within the 24H Dubai 2018, drove 3,266.34 km on Hankook
tyres during the race. This corresponds to more than a return flight between Berlin and Moscow.

49°C

... building a race tyre takes about three times as long as the production of a road tyre?
... the air pressure of a race tyre while in use on the track ranges between 1.90 and 2 bar?
... during races, an increase in air pressure, ranging between 0.6-0.8 bar for slicks and 0.4-0.5 bar for wets,
can be detected - depending on differences in racetrack characteristics and weather conditions?
... the optimal temperature for best grip and maximum consistency during races ranges between 90–110°C
for slicks and 60–70°C for wets, depending on circuit and weather conditions?
... the difference in temperature between the inner and outer parts of a race tyre in action can be up to 20°C?

The highest track temperature at any race during the 2017 DTM season
was 49° C. This was recorded at 14:00 on 18th June at the Hungaroring
(Budapest).

... all Hankook race tyres are marked with three bar codes each – one on each tyre side and one on the inside –
to enable tyre identification by technical inspectors?
... Hankook race tyres are built in Daejeon, South Korea, one of the largest tyre factories in the world?
... Hankook, as an environmentally conscious company, does not use highly aromatic oils – neither in race nor
road tyres – as they contain harmful, carcinogenic High-PAHs (polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons)?
... during each DTM race weekend more than 30 Hankook tyre specialists are at the track to provide technical
service on-site?

The hospitality equipment is taken to the DTM races distributed among seven 40-tonne trucks. With a total
weight of 250 tonnes, this weighs more than a full-grown blue whale.

3000

Hankook Hospitality welcomed 3,000 guests from 16 countries during the six racing weekends and
18 events that made up the 2017 DTM.
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CONTACT
HANKOOK TIRE EUROPE GMBH I CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS EUROPE / CIS
SIEMENSSTR. 14 | 63263 NEU-ISENBURG | GERMANY

Felix Kinzer
Director Corporate
Communications
Tel.: +49 (0) 61 02 8149 – 170
f.kinzer@hankookreifen.de
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Anna Magdalena Pasternak
PR Manager
Tel.: +49 (0) 61 02 8149 – 173
Mobile: +49 (0) 151 65 641 014
a.pasternak@hankookreifen.de

Yara Willems
Public Relations
Tel.: +49 (0) 61 02 8149 - 172
Mobile: +49 (0) 160 25 452 79
y.willems@hankookreifen.de

For further information, please visit our Hankook Media Center at
www.hankooktire-mediacenter.com

